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Background 
Appspace is a software platform for the modern workplace. Initially focused on digital signage,              
we have steadily broadened our reach around the campus, enabling communications in all             
areas of a building. Room scheduling signs are one example of this. There are often dozens to                 
hundreds of meeting rooms in a building. We help customers manage these rooms with our               
Room Scheduling Card while simultaneously reinforcing their branding and messaging. This           
provides high value to enterprises by improving the workplace both visually and functionally. 
 
We have recently announced a new relationship with Cisco which will enable our customers to               
utilize existing collaboration screens that may already be deployed inside conference rooms.            
This document will highlight some of the use cases made possible by the Cisco relationship.  

Points of Integration 
Cisco’s Webex collaboration products can be grouped into four components, two of which we              
are integrating with, as follows: 
 

● Cisco Webex Devices, which are the primary focus of this document and our current              
integrations with Cisco, include several integration types.  

● Cisco Webex Teams, an enterprise messaging platform. We are currently in Early Field             
Trials (EFTs) for Appspace integration to Webex Teams. 

 

 

Appspace Integration with Cisco Webex Devices 
We are currently focused on working with several Cisco Webex Devices, each of which has               
several sizes and hardware levels. Similar to Appspace, Cisco has two primary deployment             
architectures: cloud or on-prem. Some devices, specifically the Webex Board, are only            
managed by the cloud offering. 

● The cloud offering is commonly called Webex Cloud, where the devices are managed             
by Cisco software in the cloud. 

● The on-prem offering is referred to as CUCM (Cisco Unified Communications Manager). 
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Appspace will work with the following devices: 
 

Cisco Series Models 
CUCM or Webex 

Cloud Appspace Support 

SX Series 
10 Both Not supported 

20, 80 Both Wallpaper only 

DX Series 
60 Both Not supported 

80 Both Wallpaper only 

Room Series 
Room 55, 70 Both Wallpaper only 

Room Kit, Room Kit Mini, Room 
Kit Plus, and Room Kit Pro Both Wallpaper only 

MX Series 200, 300, 700, and 800 Both Wallpaper only 

Webex Board 55, 70, and 85 Cloud only Full Appspace App 
support in Signage Mode 

 
The OS that runs on these devices is the Cisco Collaboration Endpoint Software or Cisco               
Webex RoomOS. The OS is supported at different versions on each of these devices and is the                 
primary factor determining our support level for a given device. As an example, Cisco has               
introduced the ability to put some devices into Signage Mode, allowing them to run the               
Appspace App using the Cisco web engine. Cisco Webex Devices are constantly evolving and              
we expect Appspace support for them to expand as the ability for the Appspace App to run on                  
them improves.  
 
There are three integrations that are currently being introduced between Appspace and Cisco             
Webex Devices: 
 

● Wallpaper for Collaboration Endpoints, where an Appspace playlist channel         
containing one or more images displays as wallpaper in a conference room(s), when the              
CE device is in an idle state and not in-conference. 

● Signage Mode on Webex Boards, which allows the Appspace App to provide full             
signage and interactive features.  

● Room Scheduling on Webex Boards utilizes Signage Mode and the Appspace Room            
Schedule Card to allow you to use Webex Boards for instant room booking.  

Wallpaper for Collaboration Endpoints 
Cisco’s devices that support Signage Mode are able to run the Appspace App. The              
Collaboration Endpoints (CE) however, are not yet able to support Signage Mode. For these              
devices Appspace has created an integration that is able to display a wallpaper with customized               
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messaging in the background using an Appspace playlist channel with images. Appspace can             
also be configured to display alerts and emergency messages over the wallpaper. Both the              
wallpaper and the alerts are only displayed when the CE device is not in conference and is in an                   
idle state.  
 
Since the Cisco CE devices do not behave like other fully Appspace-supported devices, there              
are three options that allow Appspace to control the wallpaper on with these devices. These               
options will be made available to the public in stages: 

● Caching Device 
In this model, a regular Appspace supported device running the full Appspace App will              
act as an intermediary between a number of CE devices and the Appspace server. This               
intermediary is known as a caching device. Its purpose is to simplify networking rules,              
eliminating the need for each CE device to allow inbound calls from Appspace, which              
many networks do not allow.  

A macro created in the Appspace console is pushed to the CE device, to allow the                
registration of the CE device with Appspace. The caching device, in turn, will call to the                
Appspace server so that the network does not need to allow inbound traffic. The caching               
device will then cache the wallpaper from the Appspace server, and push it to the CE                
device(s). This means that the caching device must have network access to the CE              
devices. 

Note: This option will be made available in the Appspace 7.0-ac.27 platform release on              
March 2nd, 2019. 

● Direct Push 

In this model, the CE device and the Appspace server communicate with each other              
directly. A macro created in the Appspace console is pushed to the CE device and               
registers the CE device with Appspace. Appspace then pushes the wallpaper to the CE              
by calling an API on the CE. This provides the CE device an image, which it retrieves via                  
a URL.  
 
In this model, the CE device must have constant network connectivity with the Appspace              
server to ensure content can be directly pushed from the Appspace server.  
 
Note: This option will be made available in late March, 2019. 

● Direct Pull 
In this model, the macro engine that runs on CE devices will have the capability to                
request and retrieve content from the Appspace server, allowing the CE devices to             
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behave much like any other Appspace-supported industry standard device. This          
functionality is still under development in partnership with Cisco. 
 
Note: This option will be made available in the near future. When the Direct Pull option                
becomes available in production it will replace both the Caching Device and Direct Push              
approaches due to improved reliability and performance. 

Requirements  
● An Appspace account. 
● A playlist channel with the content duration set to a minimum of 60 seconds per item. 
● A Cisco Collaboration Endpoint Macro created in the Appspace console. 
● The “Appspace App: Cisco Room Endpoints Controller” device task. 
● The CE devices must be running CE 9.4 or later on the CUCM. 
● A constant active Internet connection. 
● Ensure Cisco CE devices are configured to allow access to the Appspace Cloud. 
● Integrator account on Cisco CE device(s) to run the macro.  
● Appspace server and caching device on the same network as the Cisco CE device(s). 
● Tag all caching devices and CE devices with ‘“cedg<tag>”. 
● Supported Cisco devices: 

○ SX series (20, 80) 
○ DX series (80) 
○ MX series (200, 300, 700, 800) 
○ Room series (55, 70, Mini, Plus, Pro) 

Signage Mode on Webex Boards 
The Appspace Progressive Web App (PWA) is a fully-featured Appspace experience that runs             
on browsers. Using the PWA deployed within a Webex Board, we can turn each one into an                 
Appspace-managed device, bringing all the enterprise-grade features available through the          
console. Any Webex device that can open the URL for the PWA will be treated as a sign under                   
Appspace. In this signage mode, you can keep your team informed and engaged by sharing the                
latest news and announcements, dashboards, reports, social activities and more on Webex            
Boards. You can even browse and view channels using the native touch capabilities of the               
Webex Board, or access Live TV, training, town halls and more directly from the board. 
 
Note: This option will be made available in the near future as soon as the Webex Board                 
supports Signage Mode, which your sales representative may be able to make available to you               
as part of an early access program.  

Requirements:  
● An Appspace account. 
● Webex Board device with Signage Mode enabled (Only Webex Cloud - not CUCM). 
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● Supported devices:  
- Webex Boards 
- Webex Room Kit  

Room Scheduling on Webex Boards 
The Appspace Room Schedule Cards can be deployed on Webex Boards and allows the              
scheduling/booking of rooms immediately through a touch interface. Through integration with           
Google Calendar/Outlook 365 service providers the Appspace room card allows users to view             
Webex Board availability, book instant meetings, extend a meeting that is in progress, or              
schedule a future meeting.  
 
Requirements: 

● An Appspace account. 
● Booking account on Google Calendar/Outlook 365 with required permissions/access to          

asset/room booking. 
● Supported devices: Webex Boards 

 
Note: This option will be made available in the near future.  

Cisco Webex Teams-Appspace Integration  
Appspace-Webex Teams integration is currently in Early Field Trial (EFT) and is NOT a              
generally available product. Webex Teams is a business app for instant messaging and             
collaboration. The Appspace Bot for Webex Teams, which is currently under development, can             
publish content to Webex Teams spaces. These can be delivered immediately or on a schedule. 
 

The solution may be made GA at some point in the future, but at this time it is only available for                     
trialing and feedback.  

Requirements:  
● An Appspace account with Account Owner access. 
● Business App module enabled on the cloud account. 
● An Appspace Message Bot deployed to the cloud account. 
● A Webex Teams account. 
● Supported devices: Webex Teams application, desktop or mobile. 

 
Note: This option will be made available in the future.  
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